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Last weekendTariquet attended the 2012 Wine & Spirits Show in London which featured a 
vast range of food and beverages from around the world. 

This luxurious tasting event (sponsored by Spirited Wines) hosted a range of Tariquet’s 
premium Armagnacs and allowed customers to taste each variety to get a sense of what 
they liked and didn’t like.  

The show also allowed Tariquet employees like Catherine Coudroy (pictured above) a 
chance to explain to their customers the process of making their products and why they have 
such distinctive flavours. As Catherine explains “Domaine du Tariquet belongs to the family 
Grassa and we have been wine growers for five generations… we take care of the fruit from 
the beginning to the end of theprocess to ensure a really strong fruitiness in all our 
Armagnacs.” 

Tariquet also celebrated the newCentenary Blend (pictured below) at the Wine & Spirits 
Show. Catherine described the importance of the Centenary to excited showgoers; “because 



we have been making Armagnac for 100 yearswe wanted to celebrate this event with a 
unique blend, it has a quite masculine flavour combined with a unique voluptuousness.”  

Each bottle has been aged for at least 20 years and has a unique number hand-written on its 
label; there are only 2012 bottles in the world which made it a very special guest at the Wine 
& Spirits Show. 

 

 
 

Wine and Spirit drinkers from all over the UK relished in many tastings like this and speaking 
to experts like Catherine, there was a joyous atmosphere as enthusiasts met novices and 
exchanged sampling tips.Whilst sampling Tariquet’s VSOP, Chelsea Bar Manager Lukasz 
Komasa commented that “it’s incredibly useful to be able to taste a variety of Armagnacs 
side-by-side to know what you really like, otherwise it’s usually a case of guessing from the 
menu!” 

 



 

 
If you’ve been inspired, you can buyTariquet Armagnacs online at Spirited Wines. 

 


